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Suni had a BIG dream. 

She wanted to fly!

She worked very hard to 
make her dream come true. 

Once there was 
a small girl. Her 

name was

 Suni  P
andya.



And then one day...

She flew into space!



Sometimes when her 
spaceship didn't work, 
she fixed it herself.



vkSj fQj ,d fnu lqUuh 

varfj{k esa xbZ!

Suni flew between the clouds. 
It was a lot of work, flying a 
spaceship alone!



Suni exercised  
inside her spaceship!



Suni was in space for 195 
days! She ate, slept, and 
read in her spaceship!



Suni is brave. Just like you! 

Maybe one day you will 
reach for the stars too!



Look at the drawings below. Match each drawing to the 

page of this book on which it appeared first, and colour!

During the day, the sky is full of 
sunshine and clouds.

At night, the sky is filled with lots 
and lots of stars, and the moon.

When scientists talk about the sky, 
they call it SPACE.

For many years scientists have 
wondered what the space is made of.

Maybe you will grow up to be a scientist 
and discover the mystery of 



This is a picture of 
Earth taken from 
outer space.

Can you find India in 
this picture?

I am Earth!



Think
What do you dream of 

becoming when you 
grow up? Ask

What are you doing 
towards making your 

dream come true?

Discuss
What are the qualities that you require to 

achieve your dreams?

 Hard work  Education  Courage 
 Knowledge  Fear

Act
Make a list of five women who 

have achieved their dreams 
against all odds. Read more 

about them. 

3-2-1 and off you go!
You are about to blast off to space. Your spaceship 
is waiting. What are the five things you will carry 

with you to space and why?
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Scientists say the sky has lots and lots of 
stars! But you will need a telescope to see 
most of them!

I am your 
friend, Earth!
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These books are specially 

made with love and care by 

the Katha team, for 5  to 12 

year olds.

They are part of our 

UntextBook Initiative, to bring 

the joy of reading through 

literature and fabulous 

artworks.

Take your child from 

wordless books to books 

with 1200 words. 

Stories and poems from 
3,500 years of literary 

history.

Read with your children. 
Colour their world with 

imagination.

I Love Reading Library is a unique series of books that brings new and diffident readers into 
reading fluently. With high-quality content and design to match the learning needs of children 
who are at different reading levels, it brings together the finest literary creations and artworks 

from India and the world. Our books manifest Geeta Dharmarajan's StoryPedagogyTM - a unique 
pedagogical model, which promotes the joy of reading specially for first-generation readers, and 

takes the child into the fascinating world of BIG Ideas and TA-DAA!  
(Think, Ask, Discuss, Act and Achieve).

Katha's Holistic Early Learning (KHEL!) Lab offers workshops to teachers in government, non-
profit and private schools. These are F2F (Face-to-Face) workshops supported by online sessions 

leading to a "Reading Teachers' Certificate" for teachers, school administrators and volunteers. 
To know more, write to us at 300m@katha.org

Join the 300 Million Citizens' Challenge! 
Create a world where children are 

reading for fun and meaning.
To join: 300m@katha.org 
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“[Katha]...a special 
and  unique 

moment in Indian 
Publishing history.”

— The iconic The 
Economic Times


